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GEP session Session 2 - The multicoloured layers of CLIL input: Fostering cognitive skills.

Title of the lesson or topic 3D shapes

Course / year / age 4rt ESO /2018/ 14-15

Timing 2 hours

Short description of the session/s 

● What is the session about? 

● What do I want my students to do 
today?

The lesson is about 3 dimensional shapes and their properties.
The students will work with some objects that they see in their daily lives, I want them to describe what 
they have in common, what different elements…This will be a brainstorming activity, and I’ll use the tool 
answergarden. After discussing their answers, the next activities will provide them some vocabulary and 
they’ll have to classify and describe. To do that they’ll have to complete a table (they’ll have a video 
tutorial that will help on how to do it), “auras” with important information, flashcards, and Kahoot. The 
final product will be a virtual poster using the tool Canva (or similar, they can choose).

In terms of academic content, what are the 
students learning and what are they 
learning to do?

Students will learn basic items of 3D geometry:
 3D basic shapes:  Cube, Cuboid (rectangular prism), Cone, Pyramid, Cylinder.
 Bases, flat/ curved faces, edges, vertices.
 Classifying shapes: properties and characteristics
  Three dimensions: height, width and length.

In terms of language, what are the students 
practicing or learning to do?

Students will practice:
 Language of description: simple present tense to describe different shapes; They look like/ we 
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see… Ex: A Cylinder is a 3D shape that has two parallel circular bases; A sphere looks like a ball… 
Nouns and adjectives: Cone, cube, Cylinder, edge, vertices, circular, flat, curved, parallel, 
congruent

In what way is this 2-hour lesson plan a 
good example of what we learnt in the GEP 
course session? 

The lesson plan includes:
 different types of input: video, text and games.
 interaction and collaborative work with the students to do different tasks.
 Inputs for multiple intelligences.

Other important information LESSON PLAN 1 (1 hour)
1. Introduction (20 minutes)

I will ask students what can they say about the objects on the table (I want them to conjecture 
about the shape of their faces, if they are parallels or not, flat or curved, number of faces, 
bases…) This will be a brainstorming activity and I’ll use the tool answergargen. 
 https://drive.google.com/open?id=1x63sU3r1Y9Fupaa8Bpti3FUDBwXDu3f3 
https://answergarden.ch/639334

1. Working the topic (30 minuts)
Students work in groups of 4. First, they’ll watch a video, once, after that, they’ll have to 
complete a table with basic information about some properties of 3D shapes. Hands on activity, 
they can use objects that the teacher will give to them.
Video: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1oYZtYfGd-tlnisiBpMPgRph6imOGFWZd
Worksheet: https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ltzuuRnK04vZN6mblNbQrQEeK5XCc8_t
Classifying activity: Students have to make a basic description of different shapes on a flashcard 
and then classify on a Venn diagram.
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1T_TG8aQp2NGH8LprVwfK4qPV0NMcF9eU
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1fmWKyKZIhVA3-9ix7U2BBk43nXeOcMiS.
To summarize what they have been working on, they play a kahoot.
https://create.kahoot.it/details/3d-shapes/47a49a80-d6d6-4859-baba-154921e47d37

LESSON PLAN 2 (1 hour)

Working the topic
1. Students will find some pictures on the walls, these pictures are “auras”, they’ll have to 

watch them and take notes if needed. After that, in groups or 4, they’ll have to make 
flashcards with more academic description of 3D shapes. I’ll give them the material to do the 
flashcards and what they have to write in them. When done, they’ll put the flashcards upside 
down. One member of the group takes one, read the description and then he or she has to 
guess the name of the right shape. (30 minutes)
http://auras.ma/s/baF8f
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WtG2UbzjrgEriWNFFqCMJru17pbiaVnu
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Ulwe7tTqkvgV6FvIQacKmlulVH19iK6G

2. FINAL PRODUCT
With all the information that they have, in groups of 4 they’ll make a virtual poster using 
Canva (or similar). They have to reflect all what they have been working on about 3D shapes.
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